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Wednesday 25th June 2020 
 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 

I am writing to you today to keep in touch with you all and inform you about what has been happening 

behind the scenes over the last few months during the period school has been closed to most pupils. 
 

Firstly, I would like to thank you all for your positive feedback and kind words that have been shared 
with myself and the staff team. These comments are genuinely appreciated and mean a lot in these 

strange times. I would also like to thank you all for your patience over the recent months, a period 

of time that has been frustrating for us all. At the beginning of the lockdown period, I wrote to you 
and stated that we wanted pupils to return as soon as possible but only when it was safe to do so. I 

am delighted to say that in recent weeks, pupils in certain year groups have started to return to 
school. The return of pupils has been very smooth and successful, I appreciate the way you have all 

cooperated with the measures we have put in place. 
 

Over recent months, school has remained open every day, including during holiday periods and bank 

holidays. This has been possible due to the commitment of the staff team who have sacrificed their 
holidays to ensure that school remained open for the children of critical workers and vulnerable 

pupils. I would especially like to note the efforts of our school site manager, Mr Vascianna, who has 
opened the school building every day during this period and alongside the cleaning staff has ensured 

our school is clean and safe. 

 
I would also like to acknowledge the work of our school SENCO Mrs Coleman, pastoral lead Miss 

Shaw and Place2Be lead Mrs Henry. They have worked remotely throughout the period since school 
closed and alongside class teachers have provided valuable support for many families and pupils in 

a variety of ways including the following: 

 

 A weekly call by the safeguarding lead to all 'vulnerable' families. 

 A weekly call by the SENCO to parents of all pupils with education health and care plans and 
those with significant SEND needs. 

 A weekly Place2Be wellbeing call by the Place2Be lead for all pupils currently working with the 

service. 

 Class teachers have called families of pupils in their class on a fortnightly basis. Key 
information has been recorded and followed up by members of the leadership team. 

 Families on free school meals received a telephone call regarding the change to the 

Department for Education voucher scheme. Support has been provided to families who have 
found this transition difficult. 

 All vulnerable families under the threshold of social services are receiving a weekly telephone 

call from the safeguarding lead. 

 Families who are vulnerable to food poverty were targeted and with the support from 

Parentkind and the local Sure Start children’s centre, we have provided free food packages. 

 For pupils who do not have access to the internet, an alternative provision involving work 
packs has been provided. These have been posted, delivered or collected dependent on the 

needs of the family. 

 Home visits have been made to families where appropriate. 

 Five hundred stationery packs of essential items for each child have been distributed to 
support home learning. 
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The office administration team have continued to work throughout the last three months, answering 
calls, supporting parents coming into school to collect work packs or stationery sets as well as 

processing the admissions of the new reception and nursery intakes. 
 

I would like to recognise everyone who has risen to the challenge of online learning. The class 

teachers and teaching assistants have uploaded a variety of tasks to the school website and this work 
has been expertly overseen by Mrs Fazal. Parents and carers have embraced this new normal by 

supporting their children to complete some fantastic pieces of work. The school website has received 
over 25,000 visits in the last three months, to put that into context the website received less than 

200 visits in the previous three months. In April, we launched a school Twitter account 

@StMargaretsWR. We have used this platform to showcase some of the wonderful work the children 
have produced and have now passed 100 followers. We hope many more of you follow us in the 

forthcoming weeks ahead. 
 

At the beginning of June most staff returned to work. Initially, the majority of their work involved 
preparing the school building to ensure it was safe for pupils to return. I would like to acknowledge 

the excellent job Mrs Holden has done coordinating the work in this area. Over the last three weeks, 

pupils in year 1 and year 6 have returned to school safely and successfully. We have also seen a rise 
in the children of critical workers and now have more than 100 pupils attending school. It has been 

wonderful to see the children return to school and I cannot praise them enough for the exemplary 
way they have followed the new expectations and conducted themselves since returning. 

 

Sadly, it is not possible for all pupils to return to school at this time, however as the national picture 
improves in relation to COVID-19 I am increasingly confident that come September school will be 

return to some form of normality. I recognise that for many families and pupils this unusual ending 
to the school year will be causing some anxiety and worry. I want to reassure parents, carers and 

pupils that the staff team are exploring a number of ways that we can bring a sense of closure to 

this academic year and provide an effective transition into the next school year. In the forthcoming 
days I will be providing a detailed explanation of how we intend to move forward. 

 
I would like to end this letter by reinforcing my thanks for the collective effort all members of our 

school community have made over the last three months. It is difficult to put into words how proud 
I am to lead our special school at this time. 

 

Thank you.  
 

David Hunter 
Acting Headteacher 

 


